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                Be the first to review this product            
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        £50.00
                








    	
                                    Buy 5 for 


        £59.40
            

    
        £49.50
        
 each and save 1%                            
	
                                    Buy 10 for 


        £58.80
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        The Gigaset-S79H Dect Handset comes with an AC power supply
The Gigaset-S79H Dect Handset has 13 Hours Talk 180 Hours Standby Battery Life
The Gigaset-S79H Dect Handset has a 1.8” 128 x 160 Pixel, 65k Colours Main LCD
The Gigaset-S79H Dect Handset supports 500 entries Phone Book
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The Gigaset S79H Dect Handset includes the following features:

HDSP and HSP
Advanced handsfree
Personal ringer melodies
Standby time 189 hours; talk time 13h
Automatic redial function
Mini-USB
Multilingual menu
Time, Date, Range ,Charging status and Call duration displayed
White Illuminated keypad
Up 612 characters SMS
Transmitting zero power when handset docked
Internal transfer of external calls
Dimensions handset 146x49x26 mm

For those with professional needs, who want an elegant, state of the art phone, the Gigaset S79H DECT Handset is the perfect choice. The Gigaset S79H looks quite exquisite and has all the features that make communication better and easier

The Gigaset S79H has galvanized keys and a large TFT colour display with a modern interactive user interface which makes navigating the menu and the directory very easy

It has a mini USB and multiple features like hands free and a headset jack. The Gigaset S79H has an internal memory that can store 500 vCards.  You can also transfer your contacts to the Gigaset S79H via USB

The phone has a calendar and an event scheduler so that you don’t miss any important dates. It has a feature that allows you to program up to 9 speed dial numbers so you can always keep your finger on the pulse

If you want an unparalleled hands free phone for chatting with people then the Gigaset S79H is the phone for you. You can communicate with people while doing other works as the same time. The 5 step volume allows you to lower the volume when you are chatting to loud people and you can also turn it up to catch every single detail. With HSP and HDSP, phone calls sound as if you were having a face to face conversation

Along with the feature of transferring data from the mini USB, you can also use the QuickSync option for data synchronization

Thanks to the list of 20 missed calls with time and date, you will always know when someone has contacted you. The phone has a sleek and stylish frame which simply looks great on the desk. The award winning user interface and the large TFT colour display make it an exceptionally elegant looking phone

All Gigaset handsets are programmed to transmit power variably based on the distance from the base station. If you want to reduce the transmitting power then you can do this by activating the ECO Mode and the transmitting power will reduce by 80%. It consumes less electricity to save you money and protect the environment

For further Gigaset S79H Dect Handset features please click here

For the Gigaset S79H Dect Handset user manual click here

To check compatibility click here





                

                                            
                    
                        More Information                    
                

                
                        
        More Information	Warranty	12 Months Warranty
	Main LCD	1.8” 128 x 160 Pixel, 65k Colours
	WiFi Support	No
	Power Options	AC Only
	AC PSU Included	Yes
	HD Voice	Yes
	Headset Interface	2.5mm Jack
	Speakerphone	Yes
	Bluetooth	No
	Range	Indoor: 50m Outdoor: 300m
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